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In the limited time available to me 1 will only be able to briefly survey
the range of nuclear physics issues which can be addressed with a high
intensity hadron facility such as the KAON Factory. The range of topics I
will attempt to cover is listed below.

1. Introduction.
2. Hadron spectroscopy.
3. Kaon scattering.
4. Hypernuclear physics.
5. Spin physiC6.
6. Nuclear physics with neutrinos.
7. Conclusions.

I am defining Nuclear Physics rather broadly, to encompass the study of
strongly interacting systems, and Including:

- the structure of individual hadrons

- hadron-hadron interactions
- hadronlc weak and electromagnetic currents (in nuclei too)
- conventional nuclear structure
- exotic nuclei.

The basic theme of my talks will be how the KAON Factory can shed light on
non-perturbatlve QCD and its relation to conventional nuclear physics. We
are at an Important juncture in strong lnteraciton physics in that we have a
theory (QCD) which is probably correct but which is so intractable that even
the one-nucleon problem is beyond calculation at the present time. If we
look back in the history of nuclear physics we see that the 1950's and 60" s
were dominated by the interplay between the collective model and the shell
model of the nucleons, in other words between the role of nuclear matter and
nucleons in the nucleus. The 1970's and 80*s saw the Issue of mesonic
exchange currents and "non-nucleon" exotic particles in nuclei emerge, with
the role of fl's and A's as nuclear constituents. Now and in the near future
we see the question of the role of quarks in nuclei come to the forefront
i.e. what are the relevant degrees of freedom in nuclei? Can we contlme to
think of nuclei as made up of protons and neutrons (with a few IT'S and A's
thrown in) as are these nuclear phenomena which will force us to take the
underlying quarks and gluons Into account explicitly?

After the general Introductory comments let me now turn to some concrete
examples, the first one of which Is Hadron Spectroscopy. However I will not
discuss conventional hadrons, pure glue states and hybrids which were
extensively discussed by the speakers yesterday, except to remark that a
recent theoretical paper1' stated that "Twenty five years after the birth
of the quark model, light meson spectroscopy is in deplorable shape." As an
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example, aside from the tensor mesons, of the 27 L="l mesons, only 4 or 5 are
reasonably well understood. This Is a rather shaky foundation on which to
base our understanding of QCD. While we do uot have to understand all the
details, at present we know too little to even verify the overall picture.
Let me emphasise again that we are talking about non-perturbative qCD i.e.
the physics of confinement.

The particular issue 1 wanted to raise which was not discussed yesterday Is
that of Multiquark States. It seems not unlikely that one can make K.-K or
K-N "molecules" which are loosely bound, rather like the deuteron
(Figure l(a)). At various times it has been suggested that the ^(975) and
the GQ(980) are 1=0 and 1-1 members of the J=0

+ state of such a K-K
"molecule" and that the fj(lx20) Is the l+ part. The sad state of light
meson spectroscopy referred to earlier does not allow us to say right now
whether this interpretation is correct or whether fQ , a,,, fj can all be
accommodated within the conventional framework. One way which might enable
us to tell would be to study the production of K-K "molecule" candidates as
a factor of A. The multiquark state is presumably more fragile than qq
states and would therefore have a shorter mean free path in nuclear matter.

To summarize the situation for hadron-hadron forces, at short distances one
can model gluon dynamics by simple one gluon exchange but at large distances
one does not know what to do. The nucleon-nucleon force has been studied by
nuclear physicists for more than 50 years, but to really understand it we
probably have to go outside the N-N system. As a first step we need
systematic study of low energy meson-meson interactions (itn ,nK,nn etc).
This is a good testing ground for quark exchange forces which might be the
most effective way of improving our understanding of nuclear physics. I
want to emphasize that the spectroscoples of qq, qqq, hybrids, glueballs and
NN are all indivisible - they are all governed by the same underlying
theory.

I would now like to turn to kaon scattering and will discuss the K*- nucleon
scattering and Interaction and K+- nucleus scattering. Let me begin by
reminding you of the difference between the K+-N and K~-N interactions - the
former is much weaker than the latter because of the Impossibility of
forming S-channel qqq resonances from K+N (the K+ contains u and K~ u)
(Figure l(b)). Resonances in K*N would necessarily Involve 5 quarks (Z*)
and the existence of such objects is still controversial. We need better
K*% data in the 1-2 GeV/c region to resolve this controversy. This points
up the fact that the K-N data base is still poor. There are ambiguities in
the phase shifts, polarization data are scarce (no K-n data for p < 1 GeV/c)
and there is no spin rotation data at all. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show three
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different phase shift solutions, together with the available cross section
and polarization data at 500 MeV. As you can see the data are quite unable
to discriminate between the possible solutions. If we examine the spin
rotation parameter Q, however, (Figure 2(c)) we see large differences
between the three solutions which could easily be resolved In less than 1
day of running at the KAON Factory.

It is important to Improve our knowledge of the K+-N interaction not just
for Its own sake, but also because doing so will enable us to use the K"1" as
a probe of nuclei. The lack of resonances in the K+N interaction means that
the low energy K* has a very long mean free path in nuclear matter, longer
than any other hadron (Figure 3). The K+ can therefore be looked upon as a
"heavy electron," with the following list of advantages as a nuclear probe:

- it is weakly Interacting so it can reach the nuclear interior
- it has no known resonances (such as itN+A)
- Inelastic channels are not open or are negligible
- there Is no annihilation channel
- there Is no particle identity problem (such as in N-nucleon) leading
to there being no exchange interaction

- the tp approximation should be good and estimates of VQijt reliable
- medium modifications are absent (unlike N-nucleus)
- high momentum transfer is possible with KN still elastic
- the cross section return K^n/K+p goes through unity at p = 500 MeV,
enabling one to change the sensitivity to neutrons or protons by
varying the momentum.

As an example, I will now consider the application of the K+ probe to an old
problem In nuclear physics, the derivation of neutron densities in nuclei.
Proton densities as determined by electron scattering do not agree with the
best Hartree-Fock calculations at the centre of heavy nuclei2', while
there are no reliable determinations of neutron densities in spite of many
years of effort using Intermediate energy protons and a particles. A recent
paper3) comparing the sensitivities of K* and protons needed the
conclusion that K+ are about equal to protons at the surface and 5 times
better in the nuclear interior. This is obviously a consequence of the long
K+ mean free path in nuclear matter. Figure 4 shows the effect on the ratio
of the differential elastic cross sections of 160 to 1 80 for 50 MeV K+ of
changing the neutron density radius of 160 by 10%. It is clear that K+

elastic scattering at the larger angles will be an extremely sensitive way
to measure neutron densities. Most of the problems (see Table 1) associated
with nucleon-nucleus scattering either do not exist or are much reduced for
the K+. A logical approach to utilizing its desirable properties is
outlined In Table II, where one starts by delineating the low energy K-N
phase shifts, tests one's understanding on deuterons and (A=Z) nuclei (where
neutron distributions are presumably known) before attacking the more
difficult general case. One could then attack the neutron transition
densities using inelastic scattering. Finally, two other reactions would be
of great Interest. The first is the use of the (K+,p) reaction to search
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for narrow S=+l states (so-called hyponuclel). The second Is nucleon
knockout, A(K+,K+N) where the long mean free path of the kaon should enable
one to access deeply bound shell model hole states, particularly neutron
states, which are probably not accessible in any other way.

All of this has been known for many years and one might ask why so little
progress has been made. I think the answer is that the Inadequate K~*~ beam
intensities available in the past have meant low count rates, thick targets,
poor energy resolution and poor statistical accuracy. All this would change
with the advent of the KAON Factory, which would revolutionise this type of
study.

I would like to consider now the field of hypernuclear physics. There are
many open questions including:

- the nature of the hyperon-nucleus potential and its relation to the
hyperon-nucleon Interaction

- the impact of the Pauli Exclusion Principle and the nature of
deconfinement (Figure 5)

- the behaviour of the s-quark in the nuclear environment
- the weak decay of the A mode nucleus through the process A+N + N-t-N
- the status of £ hypernuclel
- the existence and properties of doubly strange hypernuclei
- the effects of the hyperon on the macroscopic properties of the host
nucleus such as its radius, magnetic moment etc.

Two basic reactions have been used to investigate hypernuclel, the (K~,n~)
reaction and the (T +,K +) reaction. The characteristic features of each are
summarized in Table 111. (K~,n~) studies have been confined to light
nuclei, whereas (n + ,K+) has been used up to 209Bi't). Only low-lying
states have been observed, with energy resolutions typically 3-5 fleV,
utilizing small acceptance spectrometers.

From 1990 onwards the new KEK experimental hall, with its new beam lines and
superconducting spectrometers, will open up a new era in this field, with
energy resolutions approaching 1 MeV and very large acceptance
spectrometers. We would expect that the KAON Factory era, beginning
hopefully around 1995, will lead to even greater progress, with higher
quality, more intense beams and developments in instrumentation giving
energy resolutions of at most a few hundred KeV.

Higher intensities will also make coincidence measurements much easier,
enabling us to study the decay of hypernuclei. For example it has recently
been suggested5) that both the (n+,K*) and (K~,n~) reactions, with
incident beam energy of order 1 GeV/c, can produce spin orientated
hypernuclel In which the Intrinsic spin of the A is also well polarized. If
this turns out to be true, and an approved experiment at KEK will soon test
these ideas, then angular correlation studies of y-rays and weak decay
particles from polarized hypernuclear states may open up a new field of
hypernuclear spectroscopy. Information on electromagnetic moments or weak
decay mechanisms might be obtained in this way.
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The higher beam Intensities available from the KAON Factory will also be
essential for producing doubly strange hypernuclei via the (K~,K+) reaction.
Only a few events of this type have ever been seen, all In emulsions,
because of the extremely low cross sections involved. Such experiments can
give vital information on AA and = N interactions. Experiments to search
for the doubly strange H-dibaryon, predicted to be a bound state because of
its high degree of symmetry, are also intensity limited. One such search
has just completed data-taking at KEK (E176) and we will hear more about It
later today. Another will start soon at B.N.L. (E813). Even If the H is
found In these experiments, detailed study of its properties must await
higher beam intensities. For instance, it has been suggested that the H is
large In physical size, because it is weakly bound. Study of Its production
rate ale a function of atomic number, A, might give information on Its
transmission through nuclear matter, which would be very interesting.

1 want to turn now to the subject of spin physics at intermediate energies,
where large and unexpected effects have been seen. For Instance, the
structures la AoL and Ao-f in p-p elastic scattering first seen at the
ZGS have been Interpreted as evidence for dibaryons, although the subject is
still clouded by controversy. The high degree of polarization seen as
inclusive A production at several laboratories Is not at all understood.
Finally the structures Been In both Ay and Ayy In high P

2j. elastic
proton-proton scattering (Figure 7(b); still defy explanation. The
difficulty is that perturbatlve QCD predicts that all such polarization
effects should be zero. This kind of experiment may therefore teach us
about constituent wave functions and parton dynamics on the region between
Perturbative QCD and confinement. We should therefore push to the highest
possible p2! In the hope of seeing the onset of Perturbatlve QCD behaviour
in spin observables. Cross sections are however falling rapidly (5 or 6
orders of magnitude between 10 GeV/c Incident energy and 30 GeV/c, at around
90° in the cms). (Figure 7(a)). Thus beam Intensity may again become an
important factor. At present the AGS has 1.5 nanoamps of polarized protons
up to 18.5 GeV/c, and the upgrade should boost this to 30 nanoamps. TRIUMF
now accelerates about 1 vamp with 70% polarization and we are commissioning
a source to give several uamps. The KAON Factory Is being designed to
accelerate all of its beam to 30 GeV/c with little polarization loss (< 15%
estimated). We need also to develop polarized targets able to withstand
higher beam Intensities, and to investigate the feasibility of using gas jet
Internal targets.

Finally, I want to mention the use of neutrino beams from the KAON Factory
as nuclear probes. Three possibilities have been suggested. Firstly, it
has been pointed out6) that there exist a wtole class of axial form
factors which are not accessible to the electromagnetic Interaction. If
beam intensities are high enough It may turn out that the KAON Factory
becomes an axial CEBAF. Secondly, measurements of v and v electric
scattering at low Q may be the best way to probe the spin content of the
proton, a topic of great current Interest, as John Ng has already described.
Finally, neutrons may be used to search for Second Class Currents, which are
zero In the Standard Model but finite In some broken symmetry models.
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Wilkinson7' has pointed out that it Is possible to identify neutrino
Induced nuclear transitions to well-defined final states that are almost
unambiguous signals of Second Class Currents. The example given Is
16D(«e,e

+)16H,- where the final 16N state is the J * - 0~ state at 0.120
MeV6 . With Ev » 500 MeV and a momentuu transfer of 400 MeV/c the cross
section (for the ratio of Second Class tensor to First Class weak magnetism
equal to 0.1) is about 100 times greater than for no Second Class currents.

Such experiments are obviously very difficult but the reward would be great.
The experimental feasibility of these suggestions should be assessed for the
Kaon Factory. We are holding a workshop on May 14 In Montreal to do Just
that.

To conclude, there are many important, timely nuclear physics questions a
Kaon Factory can answer. The key will be systematic studies using different
probes and variable momentum transfer. The KAON Factory complements other
nuclear facilities being built or planned, Buch as the Japanese Hadron
Project, CEBAF and RHIC.
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Table I

Problems with Proton-Nucleus Scattering

(1) — the surface character of the Interaction

(2) — the density dependence of the Interaction

(3) — strong medium modifications

(4) — antlsymraetrization, exchange forces

(5) — tensor components of the Interaction

(6) — Pauli blocking effects

(7) — It is difficult to do a self-consistent treatment of all of the
above.

These problems either do not ex is t for l^-Nucleus, or are much reduced.



Table II

A possible K"1" experimental program

System Measure

o P Q

Remarks

a P (Q) use 3 (3He) target quaslfree
kinematics, NTOF

K d » T20» T21» T22 t e B t o f " e x a c t " calculations

N-ZA(K+,K+) elastic test reaction mechanism

deduce neutron distributions

deduce neutron transition
densities, collective
2+j ,3~j surface peaked
2+

2 peaked In Interior.



Table III

Hypernuclear Physics-Techniques

Elementary

Cross Sections

2500 pb/sr 500 Mb/sr

Beam Intensity

(Purity)

10

(1:1)

10

very high

Kaon ra.f.p. 1-2 fin 5 fm

Momentum

Transfer

small l a r g e

Physics mainly probes

"substltutlonal"

states near the

Fermi surface.

preferentially

excites high spin

deeply bound states,

can produce spin

polarised hyperruclei.



Figure Captions

Fig. 1. (a) Weakly bound systems, the deuteron and postulated K-K
molecule.

Fig. 1. (b) The K~N and K+N systems.

Fig. 2. (a) Three allowed phase shift solutions and measured values of
(a) do/dfl - |f|2 + |g|2

Fig. 2. (b) P - 2 Im (fg*)/do/«B.

Fig. 2. (c) The predicted value of Q - 2 Re(fg*)/da/dfl is shown in (c) for
the three solutions together with the estimated measurement
error attainable In less than 1 day of running at the Kaon
Factory.

Fig. 3. Mean free path (X) in nuclear matter for hadrone.

Fig. 4. Ratio of differential elastic cross sections of 160 to 180 for K+ at
50 MeV. The solid line represents the standard set of parameters
and densities; the dashed line has a 10% change in the neutron
density radius of 1 60.

Fig. 5. (a) Possible single-particle orbltals for nucleons and for a
hyperon. The nucleon orbitals are occupied up to the Fermi
surface, while the hyperon orbitals are unoccupied.

Fig. 5. (b) Quark structure of a simple hypernucleua j(He. The u and d
quarks in the nucleon clusters fully occupy the ground orbital,
while the s quark la a A can sit in the same orbital, the other
u and d quarks cannot.

Fig. 6. Plot of the analyzing power Ay and the spin-spin correlation
parameter Ayy as functions of momentum transfer squared for
proton-proton elastic scattering at 18.5 GeV/c. The error bars
include both statistical and systematic errors. The dashed lines
are hand-drawn curves to guide the eye.

Fig. 7. (a) The ratio of spin parallel to spin antlparallel differential
cross section as a function of P̂  for p-p elastic scattering.
Squai.t.i Indicate 90° measurements at various energies; dots
represent measurements at various angles up to 90° at 11.75
GeV/c.

Fig. 7. (b) The large angle p-p elastic scattering differential cross
section as a function of Incident momentum.
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